How to get to the
Anatomy & Histology Office (Room 6E121)
from the
Main Entrance of the Flinders Medical Centre...

The Main Entrance to Flinders Medical Centre is located on Flinders Drive.

*This option is better suited for those visitors who are arriving via public transport or who have paid for parking in the Flinders Medical Centre Public Carpark. Please note there is also free parking along Flinders Drive but this is strictly limited to 2-hours and Parking Inspectors patrol this area regularly.

Immediately upon entering the Main Entrance, you will see a set of stairs. Proceed up these stairs to the next level.

At the top of these stairs you will see a Guide Service Desk to your left, the Volunteer Coffee Shop to your right and a long corridor, running between them, directly in front of you. Follow this corridor right to its end.

Continue to follow this corridor all the way along.
At the end of this corridor there is a ‘dog-leg’ corner. Follow this corner around until you see the M Lifts.

Take one of these 3 lifts up to Level 6. Upon exiting the lifts you will see a corridor to your right.

Turn down this corridor and follow it for approximately 40 metres, until you see the overhead sign indicating the Anatomy & Histology Dept.

To the left of this sign is room 6E121, otherwise known as the Anatomy & Histology Office.